
Nature’s Accordance
This pantheon is one that belongs to a small cluster of Druid groves that exist on both sides of
the border around Arboria. It has no spoken name or written title, nor official teachings - relying
much on the oral tradition. The name “Nature’s Accordance” is one thought up on the spot the
first time someone in the Barony asked about it.

Followers of Nature’s Accordance follow loose teachings that require members to live in
harmony with nature and not despoil the land. They recognise various Idols, Gods and Deities,
noted below:

DEITIES OF THE ANIMAL DOMAIN
● Crusty, God of Land Dwellers (those that live on the land). Believed to take the form of a

giant scaly chicken.
● Dusty, God of Sky Dwellers (those that fly in the skies). Believed to take the form of a

sneezing dragon.
● Musty, God of Earth Dwellers (those that burrow among the land). Believed to take the

form of a pungent mole.
● Moyst, God of Sea Dwellers (those that swim in the sea). Believed to take the form of a

dripping eel.

DEITIES OF THE TREE DOMAIN
● Umami, Goddess of Tasty Trees (those plants that make good eatin’). Domain covers all

that feeds and nourishes, livens and enriches.
● Iridescence, Goddess of Pretty Trees (those plants that look pretty but taste bad and

aren’t medicine). Domain covers trees that don’t really do much, but looks real pretty.
● Closure, Goddess of Deadly Trees (those plants that make for medicine and balms).

Domain covers plants that Heal and Harm. Poison is just an overabundance of healing.

DEITIES OF THE SEASONAL DOMAIN
● The Waxing. Domain covers Spring and Summer, as well as mornings and dawn.
● The Waning. Domain covers Autumn and Winter, as well as afternoons and dusk.

DEITIES OF THE WEATHER
● Gayle, God of Loud Weather. Domain covers Hail, Thunder, Big Wind, Much Rain
● Breeze, God of Quiet Weather. Domain covers Cloud, Fog, Drizzle, Sun, Snow, Light

Wind
Always one of the two is making his presence known. They like to take it in turns. Sometimes
they get their days confused and both show up together.

DEITY OF EVIL
● Richard, The Endless Dark - A Foul deity who exists only to destroy and exploit. He

lives all around, in the cracks between space and the liminal zones. He is formless, for
the most part, but often assumes the guise of a dripping, spider with tentacle legs and



eyes all over. His presence is felt in the hearts of man, showing itself as greed and
exploitation of nature’s gifts. His presence is felt more so than ever these days.


